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Abstract 

We present an innovative approach to the representation of domain-specific knowledge which 
combines traditional concept-oriented terminography with knowledge frames and augments 
linguistic data with images, videos, interactive graphs and maps. The interface is simple and 
intuitive, prompting the user to enter a query term in any of the three languages (English, 
Croatian and Slovene). If the term is found it is described through textual definitions from 
various sources, its frame derived from annotated data, a graph depicting the neighbourhood 
of the concept and – if feasible – a map of geolocations for the queried term. The frame 
represents aggregated and structured knowledge as it describes the concept through a set of 
semantic relations. Graphs enable the user to browse through related concepts and explore the 
domain in a visually represented network. The underlying knowledge base of karstology was 
created within the TermFrame project and is based on an implementation and extension of the 
frame-based approach to terminology. 
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1. Introduction 

The notion of frames as templates of knowledge structures (Faber, 2009; Faber et al., 
2011) has found great resonance in the field of terminology as it efficiently combines 
the textual, contextual and cognitive layers of knowledge into a comprehensive 
theoretical and practical framework. In the TermFrame project we approach the domain 
of karstology from an interdisciplinary perspective to create a multilingual and multi-
modal interactive knowledge base tailored to different types of users: domain experts, 
students, and researchers, but also non-experts interested in karst. 

Karstology itself is an interdisciplinary field studying karst, a special type of landscape 
which develops on soluble rocks such as limestone or gypsum. Typical karst landmarks 
include caves, sinkholes, various rock formations and complex water systems with 
streams which may sink and continue their flow subterraneously. Apart from being a 
field of interest for geography, hydrology, speleology and geology, karst systems – 
especially caves – are popular tourist destinations and important areas of environmental 
protection, which is why we envisage interested non-experts as potential users of our 
knowledge base. 
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The web user interface to the knowledge base is designed in line with the principles of 
usability as defined by Jakob Nielsen through the following five key features (Nielsen, 
1996): learnability (how simple the interface is for a first-time visitor), efficiency (how 
quickly the user can complete their task), memorability (how well does the user master 
the interface after a period of non-use), errors (the number of errors the user makes 
during use, their gravity and difficulty of correction), and satisfaction (how pleasing 
the interface design is).  

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: After a brief overview of related 
work in Section 2 we dedicate Section 3 to the various sources of information for our 
knowledge base. We describe the resources, processing steps and tools used to create 
each of the layers presented to the user. Section 4 focuses on the mode of presentation 
itself and the rationale of designing the search interface so that it can be accessible and 
usable for all of our potential target groups. We conclude with a brief discussion and 
plans for future work.  

2. Related work 

Frame-based approaches to terminology (FBT; Faber, 2012) have become mainstream 
in the past decade. While the EcoLexicon as the first of its kind continues to improve 
and expand (Faber et al., 2016; León-Araúz et al., 2019), other authors and projects 
integrate frames or conceptual templates into their knowledge representations (Roche 
et al., 2019; Bihua et al., 2020; Giacomini, 2018).  

Since specialised knowledge is often conceptualised as a network, numerous examples 
of knowledge visualisations in the form of graphs can be listed, such as multilingual 
databases of colexification patterns CLICS 1  (Mayer et al., 2014), Wikipedia 
visualisation (WikiGalaxy2) or biological domain knowledge exploration software such 
as Biomine Explorer (Podpečan et al., 2019). The latter implements a rich network 
visualisation and manipulation interface which sits on top of the Biomine search engine 
serving the relevant parts of the enormous Biomine network according to the user’s 
query. Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003) is one of the most important examples of 
feature-complete network analysis software. While it was originally developed for 
biological research, it has since grown into a general, extensible platform for complex 
network analysis and visualisation. Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009) implements very 
efficient algorithms for the visualisation of extremely large networks, but does not 
implement many data integration options and is thus limited to visualisation and basic 
analysis of general networks. OmicsNet (Zhou and Xia, 2018) implements a visual 
analytics platform for multi-omics integration and features 3D visualisation in the 
browser.  

                                                           

1  http: //clics.lingpy.org 
2  http://wiki.polyfra.me/ 
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3. Resources for the TermFrame knowledge base 

3.1 Concepts and textual definitions 

The creation of our trilingual knowledge base for karstology was performed in stages 
(cf. Vintar et al., 2019). First, specialised corpora in English, Croatian and Slovene 
were compiled, ensuring optimal coverage of the domain. The corpora are comparable 
and contain relevant contemporary works on karstology, including books, articles, 
doctoral and master’s theses, glossaries and encyclopaedia. The composition of the 
corpus is described in more detail in Vintar and Stepišnik (2020). The English 
subcorpus contains just under two million words, while the Slovene and the Croatian 
subcorpora are smaller and together consist of around one million words.  

Some of the corpus texts were available only in printed format, so that a full digitisation 
procedure was required, including scanning, OCR and manual proofreading; others 
were obtained directly from publishers, authors and internet sources. For some of the 
texts copyright issues remain unresolved, and such texts were used only as a source of 
definitions and their digitised versions have been discarded. The cleared part of the 
comparable corpus will be released through the Clarin.si repository3.  

In the second stage, definitions of karst concepts were collected from the TermFrame 
corpora using the ClowdFlows definition extraction tool (Pollak et al., 2012). The final 
data set consists of 725 annotated definitions for English, 786 for Slovene and 661 for 
Croatian. All definitions were manually annotated in accordance with our domain 
model specifying the semantic categories and relations relevant for karstology (cf. 
Vintar et al., 2019). An example of an annotated definition can be seen in Figure 1.  

The domain model specifies five top-level categories dividing karst terms into 
Landforms, Processes, Geomes, Entities/Properties and Instruments/Methods. Each 
category is associated with a set of semantic relations used to define or describe it; 
these combinations can also be referred to as definition templates and help organise 
and represent knowledge in a systematic manner. In addition to the categories and 
relations, each definition is also analysed for definition elements, so that we annotate 
the DEFINIENDUM, GENUS and SPECIES (the latter is relevant for extensional 
definitions). 

                                                           

3 https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/ 

Figure 1: Annotated definition in WebAnno 
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The definitions in all three languages are contained in a common database where each 
definiendum – which can be in English, Slovene or Croatian – is assigned a concept ID, 
thus linking equivalents to a specific and unique meaning. A concept may have several 
definitions in one language (most notably karst, for which there are as many as 13 
English definitions) and several terms designating it, or it may not have an equivalent 
in all three languages.  

3.2 Representing frames 

In order to allow further processing of annotated definitions in all three currently 
supported languages they have to be exported from the WebAnno annotation software 
(Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016). We use the common .tsv format which is one of the 
available outputs of WebAnno. Due to the complexity of the annotated data, any simple 
text format (including .csv) is ill-suited for this task. The following issues need to be 
handled by the parser in order to extract the correct and complete data. 

 The annotation of a text is composed of annotation blocks which contain 
annotations of sentences. These blocks are separated by empty lines and 
comments. 

 Single cells may contain additional inner separation characters. 

 An annotation can span any number of cells in the same column, either in a 
contiguous block or possibly separated with other annotations. 

 Annotations spanning multiple tokens are characterised by annotation serial 
numbers (counters) in square brackets following the annotation name. However, 
serial numbers are not present in annotations spanning single tokens. 

We implemented the parser using the popular Pandas framework,4 which offers several 
data manipulation and selection features which made our task easier. First of all, the 
csv parser is configured so that the .tsv export of WebAnno is stored correctly into an 
internal data structure (Pandas’ DataFrame). Then, the complete annotation data is 
split into sentence annotation blocks using sentence ID as the grouping key. The 
possibility of intra-cell separation is handled next by duplicating the row for each such 
value while assigning a new, unique index. This is followed by extracting the actual 
tokens belonging to each annotation. Pandas’ powerful data selection functions are used 
to simplify this task. Finally, the complete annotation data is stored in an internal 
format and ready to be converted into a format suitable for the representation of frames 
in a table or visualisation in a graph. 

                                                           

4 https://pandas.pydata.org/ 
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Figure 2: Definitions and frame 

The data presented as the frame of the query term collects all annotated semantic 
relations from different definitions and displays them in the order of the “ideal” 
definition. Thus, if Surface landforms are typically defined through their FORM, SIZE, 
LOCATION and CAUSE, the frame tab will list all strings from the definitions that 
had been annotated as either of these relations. The main added value of the frame-
based approach is that the information about the term is aggregated from different 
textual sources, and that it is structured in a manner which reflects the cognitive 
template surrounding the Surface landform concept category.  

3.3 Visualisation 

There are several possibilities how to define a graph structure using the extracted 
annotations. Currently, graphs are created according to the following rules applied to 
each sentence annotation block. 

1. For every “definiendum” definition element create: 
a. a node from its tokens, 
b. a node from its category, and 
c. a directed edge named has_category from the token node to the category 

node. 
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2. For every “genus” node create a node from its tokens. 
3. For every “definiendum” token node and every “genus” token node create a 

directed edge named is_a from the first node to the second node. 
4. For every “relation” definition element create: 

a. a node from its tokens, 
b. a directed edge from the “definiendum” token node to the “relation” 

token node, and give it the name of the relation. 
 

The visualisation backend software stack consists of the following components. First, 
the data loader provides fast loading from serialised data structures containing the 
graphs with the topology as described above. Second, the graph extraction component 
performs subgraph extraction according to input parameters. Currently, one or more 
nodes can be used as the input query. The extractor performs neighbourhood search 
from the specified nodes using the currently default depth limit of 2 and returns the 
resulting subgraph. Finally, the exporter serialises the extracted subgraph into a 
selected format. We use JSON to pass the subgraph data to the frontend, but several 
other formats are supported and can be used for server-side processing or for download.  

The visualisation of the graph corresponding to the user query is implemented using 
the open source vis.js library5 which is a dynamic, browser based visualisation library. 
It enables interactive and efficient visualisation of reasonably large graphs (up to a few 
thousand nodes). In our case, however,  the size of graphs is limited to only few dozens 
of nodes because of the neighbourhood search depth limit of 2. 

When the JSON containing the graph data is received from the backend, a vis.js 
DataSet structure is created first. It contains information about nodes and edges and 
any additional node and edge data that is required by the graph visualisation user 
interface. Then, a visualisation canvas is created and populated with the contents of 
the DataSet. Several visualisation parameters are set to values which enable clear 
visualisation of small knowledge graphs. 

The graph displayed alongside the query is interactive in the sense that each node 
which corresponds to a term in our knowledge base can be clicked by the user. This 
action runs a new query so that the entire results window is refreshed and a new set of 
definitions, frame, graph, etc. is displayed.  

3.4 Images and videos 

Since most of our karst concepts pertain to tangible landscape entities, we obtained a 
collection of images and videos depicting karst phenomena. Images are labelled with 
concept IDs and integrated into the search interface. Images and aerial photographs of 

                                                           

5 https://visjs.org/ 
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karst forms and processes were obtained during systematic field surveys and 
morphographic mapping for documentation and field research of karst conducted by 
Dr. Uroš Stepišnik and colleagues from 2006 to 2021. Apart from karst documentation 
and research, the visual materials are also used for didactic purposes in teaching the 
physical geography of karst at the Department of Geography at the University of 
Ljubljana (Stepišnik, 2020). Classical photographic equipment and unmanned aerial 
vehicles were used for photographic documentation. The image and video material is 
available for the purposes of the TermFrame project under the CC-BY-NC-ND license. 

3.5 Maps 

For the most central and frequent karst landforms which are described in our corpus 
through actual geolocations, we created maps displaying these locations. Place names 
were automatically extracted using the GeoNames.org database as a source of global 
geographical names and REZI6, a publicly available registry of geographical names for 
Slovenia and Croatia. The extracted names were supplemented with GPS coordinates 
and imported into Google MyMaps to create maps of documented locations of the 
relevant landform. 

4. Designing the interface 

The search interface is designed to be as simple and user-friendly as possible, focusing 
primarily on usability for non-linguists. The user can enter a karst term in any of the 
three languages and the results will be displayed in tabs. After the image or video, the 
user can read all the definitions for the concept from different sources, then view the 
“framed” definition, browse a clickable graph of related terms and, if available, see the 
locations of the concept on the map.  

The web interface is a WordPress installation with some custom modifications tailored 
to the needs of our project. We have developed a database importer in order to easily 
import new terms into the website. The importer processes the entries from a csv file 
and maps them to the corresponding posts in a WordPress database. On top of that 
we have a cron job which obtains the data for the graph visualisation via API. A cron 
job is a simple software utility that schedules tasks to run at certain time intervals in 
the future. This API is specifically developed for this project and returns information 
about nodes and edges for any karst concept we have in the database. This data is 
subsequently processed so it can be used with a vis.js library to display the graph in 
the frontend. 

                                                           

6 https://egp.gu.gov.si/egp/?lang=en 
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4.1 Target audience 

The first step in designing the user experience is to define the target users of the 
interface. In our case the interface addresses several target groups of experts and non-
experts. Experts from the domains of geography, karstology and speleology will be able 
to consult the karst knowledge base during their work, compare definitions by different 
authors and browse for similar concepts. Linguists and terminologists will explore 
mainly the linguistic aspects of the terms and their definitions, and both groups will 
benefit from the equivalents in other languages, related concepts and graphs thereof.  

The more general target group of non-experts will explore karst phenomena through 
images, videos, textual descriptions and maps.  

4.2 Browse vs. search 

While designing the user interface we first needed to resolve the question of how to 
represent the knowledge base to facilitate user access and satisfy the five Nielsen criteria 
of usability mentioned above. The choice was between two user scenarios, browse or 
search, whereby each has its advantages and disadvantages. Browsing allows the user 
to search through a list or hierarchy. If the list is unordered, the search time increases 
linearly with the number of items to choose from. Since our knowledge base contains 
over 1,700 terms, such browsing would be extremely inefficient. 

4.3 User journey 

All target groups share the same mode of access to the knowledge base, but upon 
receiving a response to the query the user may select the most relevant type of content 
presentation. First, the user enters a query into the search field (for example “pocket 
valleys”, see Figure 3).  

We therefore selected searching as the access scenario. The user enters a query term 
and immediately receives hits – provided the knowledge base contains the query term. 
Browsing can be resumed via the graph of related terms where the number of items to 
choose from is considerably smaller, while still allowing the user to explore without 
knowing exactly what to search for. The search engine will first display the results in 
the language of the query term, but the user may switch languages if the same concept 
is described in the other two languages.  
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Figure 3: Main search field 

Figure 4: Displaying the found term 
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The query term is displayed in the header of the page, together with the semantic 
category and subcategory above the term and its synonyms below it (Figure 4). Under 
the image or video is a list of four expandable tabs for the user to choose from. A 
domain expert will presumably focus on the definitions and the frame (Figure 2), a 
linguist might explore the graph (Figure 5), and a non-expert user might open the map 
(Figure 6) and look for locations of the karst phenomenon.  

The web site contains two additional tabs. Under Visualisations, several versions of the 
entire knowledge network are presented displaying selected layers of information (e.g. 
terms and categories, terms and geni, terms and relations). The Publications tab lists 
the complete bibliography of project-related articles.  

 

 

Figure 5: Graph 
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Figure 6: Map of pocket valleys in Slovenia 

5. Conclusion 

We have described a new resource for karstology which presents structured knowledge 
in an attractive and innovative manner. The rationale of the design is that even highly 
specialised knowledge which has partly been obtained using complex text mining 
techniques can still be accessible and visually compelling. The frame-based 
restructuring of definitions seems a promising approach which links the textual level of 
knowledge with the cognitive, spatial and visual spheres.  

Since the user interface is still being completed at the time of writing, no usability 
studies have been performed yet. An evaluation of the web interface by different target 
groups remains one of our goals for the future. Since karst phenomena in Slovenia and 
Croatia, but also elsewhere, attract large numbers of visitors who may be interested to 
explore the karst knowledge base on a hand-held device, we envisage the development 
of an app which would incorporate location data to the display of maps and images.  

Upon project completion (by the end of 2021), several datasets will be made available 
through the Clarin.si repository for English, Slovenian and Croatian: 1. the TermFrame 
corpora (except for the works for which distribution was explicitly denied), 2. the 
extracted and semantically annotated definitions, and 3. the parsed annotations in 
table format which can be used for visualisation or other form of analysis. The online 
knowledge base described above is available online without registration. 
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